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About This Game

BUILD, RIDE, SHARE!

TRAIN FRONTIER CLASSIC

Winning Finalist of the Indie Games Summer Uprising!

Train Frontier Express is back with steam power!
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Train Frontier Classic is a stylized landscape building and multiplayer train riding sandbox, inspired by the fun of model railroad
building.

Fill a scene with miles of scale track, hundreds of props, and train car setups. Enjoy a ride through your own creation, then head
online to share your map and take a ride with friends.

Train Frontier Model Train Set

Includes:

 Easy & quick multiplayer world builder

 Terrain Sculpting

 Hundreds of funky props

 Wild roller coaster track building

 Dozens of train cars and engines

 Share your creations online

 Ride, run, drive, and build with your friends

 Derailment crashes and explosive effects add to the fun

Fun for all ages and system specs!

�� �� All Aboard! �� ��
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Title: Train Frontier Classic
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Team Train Frontier
Publisher:
Team Train Frontier
Release Date: 14 Dec, 2017
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I've bought this game twice now. Here, and wayyyy back on XBL maybe 2009ish? I adored it then, and can now reasonably see
it's flaws. I wanted this to be a second life for the game. New updates! Frequent support! But instead, they updated it once and
haven't touched it in six months. Yet another title I wanted to be great, but got dropped. Do not buy TFC. This game is
abandonware.. BEST. GAME. IN. HISTORY. :). i easly put over 200 hours into the xbox 360 version so this is really nostallgic.
EDIT: This game has been abandoned, buy at your own risk.

[This Games 3rd Review]

As Somone Who Has A Love for City Builders and Trains, This is great, and The Best Train Builder/Ridder So Far I can tell,
Also Looks Great, Good Assets, Good Trains (Could Be More), No Lag i7/8gb-ram, Fun and Adictive, Im Building a World
Where Trains Go Thru Cities, Another Great Thing is The Building, And Easy!

+PROS
Trains/Assets and All that: 8.5/10 - Could Be More, But Its Early Acsess so It Doesn't Bother Me :)
Look: The low-poly is Great 7.8/10!
Weather: 7/10 Could be more rain more often and toggle options
Roads: 9/10 Look Good, Could Do With Lines Tho, Or 4 Lane Roads/Bigger Roads or Road With Side Parking Would Be
Good!
Else: 8/10 Yeah
Trains: As a Train-Fan 9/10 Any Train is good :D - Moving on!
Controls: Easy To Learn With-in a day You will know most of them!
Manual: Great and Awesome If You Want to Learn!
Cities: Just Pure Awesome!
Steam Workshop Intergration: Coming Soon, Thats Exciteing!

-CONS
More Trains
Steam Workshop Needed For Maps [PLEASE]
Maybe an Item Selector Menu For Building [Would Be Cool]
Toggle Tilt-Shift/Depth of Field or Other Graphic Settings!
Precise Track Building is Hard - Other Wise Easy!
*Not good Tutorial - Altough I got it quckily.
*No controls Editor - Hmm, Strange!

-BIGGER CONS
Seems To Be Gone** Thats a Bonus!

Awesome Game!
- 8.7/10 - One of The Best!

Get if You Like Trains and Free-Place City Builders!. This game is a wonderfully fun game! I have only just bought it and
played it for a few minutes but it is a blast so far. It is a great way to kill some time in a non-frustrating game. Its a good game to
pass time and take a breather from all the rage that builds up playing difficult game.

The few things that i would love to see added to the game are:
1) The ability to change brush size when re-zoning the landscape
2) the ability to have multiple differen trains on the track instead of just one
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3) Please add a turntable/roundhouse

other than those three things its great. Its pretty easy to grasp the controls. There are also a lot of options for when your
building....wether it be a city or the actual tracks. Looking foward to spending a lot more time in game making creative
layouts!!!. SO fun! you should toatlly add 2 thing:
1: option to control more than 1 train!
2:disable smoke option!. This game is just plain amazing. If you loved it on the 360 you have absolutely no reason not to get it
for pc. It runs better, has more trains/cargo, buildings, and has more space for downloading maps! The only issues I've found so
far is a lack of a controls tab, but other than that it is beautiful.
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Its a very good game. But I wish their was more props. Somthing like, a tank. [For building WWII based maps and tank
factorys] I also want a police car in the future. And a airport too. Overall it is a very good game. I recomend you get it. If you
stream this game on youtube, its probauly gonna catch attenion.. vrery good game for building towns and runing train throw it
but if you want it for the train save your money for a event then get train simulator
. i like this game because your allowed to have any amount of engines to the limit plus what i dis like is that there is no big boy
steam loco if you dont know what im talking about then search it up.. I would really recommend this game, but i have to say
this.
Its sad how there are barely any multiplayer servers. This game is pretty great and I could see it having a good future if it's taken
care of. It could just use a few things to really make it more customizeable and I hope to see those things added. The game is
something we've been missing, and I hope others can find it too.

If you like trains and like to build, I recommend this game.

It's basically a virtual model railroad for $10, that's a great deal. It's nice because I don't have space to build my railroad right
now.
. i cant play the game. i cant delet the train carriges, i love the game but it dose not work. plese fix this. I Should Use A New
Update For Train Frontier Classic. it doesn't load for me i get in the game select new game about 5-10 minutes later it says
"train frontier clasic is not responding" what do i do?. i easly put over 200 hours into the xbox 360 version so this is really
nostallgic. Its cheap but for a reason. Frustratingly awkward to play.
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